JLS Flute Leak Isolator

The JLS flue leak isolator is designed to prevent air leaks in the flute. It can be inserted into the flute and provides a seal, preventing air from escaping. This tool is useful for technicians who need to isolate leaks for repair or during maintenance.

JLS Dent Rods

These are designed for repairing dents in the body of the flute. They are used by experts to accurately and precisely repair the flute body, ensuring that the repair is seamless andinvisible. Dent rods are custom designed by JLS to ensure a perfect fit.

Delrin Flute Washers

These are used to dress the holes in the flute, creating a more durable and precise connection. They are specifically designed to work with the JLS rotator wrench, allowing for more efficient and precise work.

JLS Flute Scale Story Stick

This stick is designed to analyze the positioning of tone holes along the entire length of the flute body, providing a perfect view of the scale and allowing technicians to make precise adjustments. It is impressively accurate and incredibly useful for technicians who need to analyze the positioning of tone holes on any flute.

JLS Instrument Stands

The Valentino Q-Felt Instrument Stand is made from durable materials and is designed to hold the flute securely. The JLS Stand is solid and reliable, preventing the flute from crashing or being damaged. It comes in two sizes and is available in the USA, crafted by top-flight machinists and finishers.

Customer Service

JL Smith's customer service is exceptional. They offer a 100% satisfaction guarantee and provide outstanding customer support. If you have any questions or require assistance, you can contact them for help.

Product Catalog

JL Smith offers a wide range of products to meet the needs of instrument technicians. From leak isolators to dent rods, washers, and instrument stands, their products are designed to help technicians work faster and more efficiently. They also have a section for new products, which includes updates and innovations in their product line.

Contact Information

JL Smith is located in the USA and can be contacted at 800.659.6073 or through their website. They offer free shipping on orders over $75 and provide a variety of shipping options.

Conclusion

JL Smith is a company that focuses on providing top-quality products for instrument technicians. Their products are designed to increase efficiency, precision, and performance. They have a commitment to customer satisfaction and provide exceptional customer service. Whether you need leak isolators, dent rods, or instrument stands, JL Smith has the products you need to keep your instruments in top condition.